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OPERATIONS & ALTERNATIVES

Operations

Limestone and whinstone have been extracted from Longhoughton Quarry since the early twentieth century providing traditional employment within the local 
economy.  Limestone is used as an aggregate in construction.  The harder whinstone is used for anything from road chippings and drystone walls to patios and 

driveways.  Through controlled means rock is quarried from the face and then crushed into smaller sizes depending on what it is to be used for.  It is loaded onto 
lorries which then leave the site.  All lorries head towards the A1 and Alnwick except those serving local construction works.   The same pattern of operation will take 

place in the eastern extension.  All lorries will continue to leave the site from the same entrance/exit point as at present.

The proposed extension is divided into two phases:

Phase 1:  the lake will be drained.  The exposed lake bed will be worked down for approximately 13 metres.  The eastern faces will start to be moved eastwards as 
the quarry gets deeper.

Phase 2: the eastern face will be worked eastwards by about 90 metres.  The base of the void will dip to follow the whinstone deposit.  Soils will be stored around the 
void, including at the top of the eastern face where they will be grassed over. The quarry will be worked to about 30 metres below the current bed of the fishing lake.

The operations will release about 1.6 million additional tonnes of whinstone for use in Northumberland’s construction markets and for road improvements including 
the potential widening of the A1 trunk road. 

Assessment of alternatives

Assessing alternatives to development is an important part of the planning process.

DO NOTHING: This would mean that permitted reserves of whinstone would be finished well before 2024 and there would be a shortfall in the supply of this material 
into Northumberland for construction and road repairs. This would require materials to be sourced further afield and jobs would be lost.

REDUCE OR MOVE THE EXTRACTION AREA: Whinstone is a basalt outcrop, and Longhoughton sits on the line of the Great Whin Sill.  The whinstone deposit does not 
extend far north or south along the existing line of the quarry so alternative designs to extract the stone are limited.

WORK ANOTHER SITE: Opening a new quarry elsewhere on the Whin Sill can take a significant amount of time and could result in harm to environmental or residential 
amenity interests.  Extensions to existing quarries are generally supported in principle by planning policy in Northumberland over the opening of new quarries.
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